Welcome to the 2nd International Conference on Informatics, Electronics & Vision (ICIEV), which is Technically Co-Sponsored by IEEE Computer Society, Endorsed by the IEEE Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence, Technical Committee (PAMITC) and the Technical Committee on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence, Technical Committee Technically Co-Sponsored by Society of Instrument and Control Engineers (SICE) and The Optical Society of America (OSA), formerly Sponsored by OSA, Technically Co-Sponsored by IEEE CommSoc BD, Endorsed by IAPR.

ICIEV will be held on 17–18 May, 2013, Dhaka, Bangladesh. It provides vibrant opportunities for researchers, industry practitioners, & students of CSE/EEE/IT/Physics/Statistics/… to share their research results on Computer, IT, Informatics, Electronics, Computer Vision & related fields. Through various presentations from peer-reviewed accepted papers, invited talks, & networking – the ICIEV provides an avenue to share knowledge, make networks, and develop a community for researchers – based on the experiences from experts. ICIEV opens doors for challenging research areas for future, Organized Sessions, Tutorials & Mini-workshops. In ICIEV2012, after peer-review – 226 papers have been accepted for presentation from 393 submissions from 36 countries. 8 invited speakers delivered expert talks. ICIEV2013 welcomes you to take part! Please inform others to make it better!

Keynote/Invited Speakers:

Ahmrg Hossain, Northumbria University, UK
Kenichi Kanatani, Okayama University, Japan
Moon Ho Lee, Chonbuk National University, South Korea
Brian Lovell, NICTA & University of Queensland, Australia
Bidilyt B Chaudhuri, Indian Statistical Institute, India
Norizaku Iomaka, Kyushu Institute of Technology, Japan
Mohammad Tariqul Islam, Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia

Call for Paper

ICIEV invites original manuscripts in all relevant fields of computing, IT & informatics. Papers accepted by the Technical Program Committee will be included in the conference proceedings and reviewed for publication in ICIJED, the International Journal of Informatics, Electronics & Vision.

Important Dates:

- **February 28, 2013**: Review result
- **March 30, 2013**: Final camera-ready
- **March 30, 2013**: Early bird registration

Conference Site: [http://ICIEV.org](http://ICIEV.org)

Submission Site: [https://cmt.research.microsoft.com/ICIEV2013/](https://cmt.research.microsoft.com/ICIEV2013/)

Special Journal Issues in reputed journals from selected papers!

**Venue**: University of Dhaka, Bangladesh

Bangladesh is a lovely country with very much welcoming and smiling people all around! Enjoy your time in Bangladesh during your stay in the ICIEV. Dhaka is the historical old city and the capital of Bangladesh.

**Email**: office@iciev.org, atiqahad@univdhaka.edu

**International Program Committee members**: [http://ieiev.org/committee.html](http://ieiev.org/committee.html)

**International Journal of Computer Vision & Signal Processing**: [http://ijcvsp.com](http://ijcvsp.com)

**International Journal of Electronics & Informatics**: [http://ijei.org](http://ijei.org)